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1. Definition2. Etymology3. Expand Vocabulary4. Random DefinitionPrefijo is a morphem (of the class of afijos) that is located in front of a root, that is, a lexema to form a ... The Morphema suffix that is deferred to the lexical base or is simply added after the lexema, root or theme of a... Afijo In grammar an afijo is a grammatical sequence that helps form a word. Afijos can... Afijo infijo is inserted into the root
or lexema of a given word. They are usually rare in ... Morphpheme A morphem is the minimum unit of meaning and grammatical function in verbal language... Lexema Class of morphemes which, when joined with a derivative morphem or a flexivo morphem, form a pa... Participate the non-personal form of the verb, which can work as much as a conjugation (→ have dinner ... Definiciona.com (6 April
2018). Definition and etymology of psychology. Bogota: E-Culture Group. Taken from the Definition and etymology of the vesicle of female noun cells. Composite word, used in the biological field for... Definition and etymology of ribosomes of pluralistic male eukaryotic cells. Word used by biologists to refer... The word psychology takes its name from the word psychic-soul) and loggia (study of loggia).
Psychology is the study (loggia) of the soul (psychic). The psychic word is a traditional but erroneous translation of the word psuche (breath of life). Ref. History of psychology. Thomas Hardy Leahey.1998. Although DREE accepts the word psychology, the word is psychology, given the Greek letter psi ψ (otherwise symbol of science). Perhaps, for reasons of the Academy, psychology has been accepted,
but it seems more important to refer to the word in psychological science. - Thanks: Daniel Alonso Carrasco Serrano - Bachelor of Psychology The word ψῡχή (psykhe' soul) comes from the verb Beat (psychein's blow). The relationship between breath and spirit is explained by Don Maximiliano Mena on the anima page: If we go back a little further in the past, we notice that the Bible uses several
references to the spirit of God: In Genesis itself it is mentioned, more or less words, that God gave Adam blowing his life, therefore, as long as he has a breath of life, so that his breath, his spirit, passed him. When someone dies, they say they exhale, that they exhale their last breath, let the soul go. In the exodus, God opened the sea with the breath of his nose, or with his breath (his spirit, his spirit). The
Greek word ψῡχή is associated with the Indo-European root *bhes-2 (breathe). The words soul and soul are related to the root * a (a)-, which also means breathing. Those interested in psychology are invited to see these pages: ambivalence, autism, bulimia, coprolyaly, dysphoria, pain, dopamine, eneagram, endorphins, schizophrenia, filia, phobia, homeopathy, crazy, nostalgia, paranoia, paedophilia,
pyromaniac, psychiatrist, saturism, psychology, synapses, triphagia, and vertigo Let us know if you have more data or if you find any errors. Only Authorized Members: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z - Previous Groups - The following groups The icons at the top and bottom of the page will take you to other useful and interesting sections. You can find the etymology of a word using
the search engine at the top right of the screen. Type the term you're looking for in the box that it says Search here, and then press the Enter key, ↲ or ⚲, depending on your keyboard. The Google search engine below is for searching for content on pages. Last updated: Thursday, 29 October 19:14 PDT 2020 These are the last ten words (from 14,458) added to the dictionary: lengue grima hot adipocycin
rhinosinuscopy sloviznar barajute synchronis cofosis anthropo These ten entries were recently modified: pout planet pogrom distort shelter motivation porter migraine infodemia melancholy These were the ten most visited entries yesterday: etymology Jangueo Nahuatl marriage philosophy chimba mapuche ethics Jehovah Privacy Policy - Copyright www.deChile.net. (c) 2001-2020 - All Rights Reserved It is
a neologism incorporated in 1590 in the works of the German theologian Felipe Melanchthon, relying on Greek elements: psycho-, to refer to the soul, and -logy, of logos, to guide study or science. In its most authentic sense psychology is science or knowledge of the soul. This initial definition is due to a historical fact, because for centuries the soul was considered to be the entity or substance that gave
meaning to one's understanding and life. Over time the mind has occupied the central place of analysis. The psyche of the Greeks In the vocabulary of the ancient Greeks the psychic word referred to the cold air. This word was used in connection with the air or breath that human beings exhale after death. Thus, the last breath of life indicates that there is something in us that gives us life and when it
comes out of our body we die. For this reason, the Greeks conceived the soul by the psychic term. The above idea comes from mythology, especially from the account of Eros and Psyche immortalized in a work by Asuleymanio, Metamorphosis. Inspired by a Greek account, the Roman writer told the love story between Psyche and Eros. In this myth it says nice psyche was finally able to join Eros, but
before realizing it had to reach hades, that is, the underworld. For the ancient Greeks Psyche was the embodiment of goodness in the human soul. Relatively recent discipline and a complex network of relationships with other areas Psychology as a scientific discipline emerged at the end XlX as an independent branch of philosophy. The first laboratory of experimental psychology was created by the
German Wilhem Wundt of the University of Leipzig. Since then, different paradigms have been developed in this discipline, such as psychophysics, behaviorism, psychoanalysis, cognitiveism or Gestalt. Each of these theoretical conceptions provides a descriptive model for explaining the keys of human personality and behavior. Today's psychology has several branches and is designed in all kinds of fields.
It is present in the fields of mental health, sexology, legal medicine, education, sport and the workplace. On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that marketing campaigns are also based on knowledge about human concerns. The psychology professional faces new challenges: technology addictions, chronic stress, emotional mismatches related to new forms of socialization and problems adapting to
change in a changing world. : Matiasdelcarmine The Greek word means soul, mind, breath, life, cold wind, frozen breathing and has been symbolically described with a butterfly, while -A (-lodge) describes speech or speech, treatise, doctrine, etc.; therefore, psychology literally means the study of the soul and denotes the study of the mind. The word psychology was first used in Latin by the Christian poet
and humanist Marko Maruli in his book Psichiology of ratione animae humanae in the late 15th or early 16th century, while he also quoted the work of a German author, Rudolf Gockel, who published the text Psychology hoc est de hominis perfectione, anima, ortu in Marburg in 1590. The term was broadcast through the Protestant Reformation in Germany and the writings of Philippe Melanchthon, and the
term was also found in French, as in the text Psichologie ou traicté de l'apparition des esprits de Noel Taillepied (1588). In turn, the first known reference in English to the word psychology is produced in the work of Steven Blankaart in 1694. The term did not gain popularity in the illustrated field until its use by the German philosopher Christian Wolff, who used it in his works Empiric Psychology (1732) and
Psychology rationalis (1734). It comes from two Greek voices: PSILO almaLOGOS - study or treatise. Psychology is the science that studies the faculties of the human soul. (brain) Aristotle wrote a treatise on the soul, after many centuries, the word Psychology still has the same main objective, having to clarify that it refers to the study of the human brain, for which, starting with finding paths, methods,
tools, to reach knowledge we must know the stages, EXPERIMENTS, LABORATORIES, THEORIES, ETC. studies the different behaviors of the individual, the faculties of the human soul and intends to reach the knowledge of that soul. Two paths is proposed to travel to reach this knowledge: 1.- That of inner contemplation 2.- That of reasoning. We cannot divide man into two halves, nor can we believe
that psychic life depends on one of them. The human person is a total unit and in each of the acts of conduct, the whole being intervenes. Thank you for your feedback, and positive contribution on this topic before friends. All this will serve others who will also leave their mark and impressions. Impressions.
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